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Liverpool vs ac milan 2005 score sheet

Liverpool beat AC Milan 3-2 in a penalty shootout and won the Champions League after winning the Champions League by three points at half-time. Paolo Mardini gave Milan a one-minute lead and Hernan Crespo's double gave Milan a somewhat unstable lead. Steven Gerrard gave Liverpool hope and
Vladimir Smyker and Xabi Alonso leveled with seven-minute spells. Jezzy Dudeck then saved a shot-out from Andrea Pirlo and Andriy Shevchenko to win the game. Liverpool cap an amazing turnaround trying to get out of the fight after being completely outstrairs in the first half. Liverpool's advance to the
final was a great shock to reach Istanbul, breaking into the established order of Europe's football elite and overturning odds against Juventus and Chelsea. And in the show of characters who broke the heart of Italy, they claimed the trophy for the fifth time - a feat that ensures that the trophy will now stay
in Anfield forever. Liverpool fans have decided to enjoy the opportunity to surpass the official 20,000 ticket assignments at Ataturk Stadium at kick-off. Rafael Benitez made a bold team selection when he excluded Dietmar Hamman and Igor Biscan on the sidelines in favor of Harry Kewell. It was a back-
to-head decision in the worst way in the first 45 minutes devastating for Liverpool. In the first minute of the first half, Milan's free-kick from Pirlo matched the unmarked Mardini and pulled out Dudeck to take the finish. Milan were cut off by Gerrard and Alonso due to a lack of liverpool midfielders. And
Kewell's unfortunate choice looked even more a failed gamble when he pulled his leg with an inguinal injury just 22 minutes later to replace it with a smy car. After the first half, Milan scored two strikes in the last six minutes of the opening period, which was almost embarrassing. Shevchenko destroyed
the right side with an overwhelming attack and Crespo made his way home from close range. And four minutes later, Milan added their third goal as Brazil's Kaca, the most influential player in the first 45 minutes, unlocked Liverpool's defence with a brilliant pass that snatched Crespo for a clever chip over
the rushing Dudeck. Benitez made changes at half-time and introduced Hanman for Steve Finan, who had a thigh injury. Dudeck made a great diving save from Shevchenko's free-kick, stopping Liverpool from going four down before Benitez's team made a phenomenal comeback. Gerrard threw a lifeline
to Liverpool 53 minutes later with a header from John Arne Lise's cross, and a minute later Deda struck a Smyker Tame 25-yard shot and they were alive again. Liverpool's recovery was completed when Gennaro Gattuso pulled Gerrard down in the area when he was ready to equalise. Dida saved
Alonso's spot kick, followed by a man in Spain's midfield and Milan's defender rebounded.Distrust. The massive ranks of Liverpool supporters ravaged during the interval were now in ecstasy, thinking of a victory that seemed impossible just 15 minutes ago. The final then returned to the case of the cat
and mouse, but when Dudeck cleared the line from Shevchenko after g looking for Crespo's cross, Jimi Traore rescued a poor personal display. Milan dominated possession in extra time and were denied a double save by Shevchenko's Dudeck with three minutes remaining. He blocked Shevchenko's
heading and managed to deflect a shot from just one yard out to the top. Serginho and Pirlo missed Milan's first two penalties, with Hamman and Jibril Sisse aiming for Liverpool. The substitute, John Daul Tomason, contested Milan before Lise missed Liverpool. Kaca scored at Milan and After Smayker
scored at Liverpool, Shevchenko's kick was saved by Dudeck, causing a wild scene of celebration. AC Milan: Dida, Cuff, Mardini, Stam, Nesta, Gattuso (Louis Costa 112), Seedorf (Serzinho 86), Pirlo, Kaca, Shevchenko, Crespo (Thomason 85). Submarines not used: Abbiati, Carase, Costacurta,
Drasioux. Goals: Mardini 1, Crespo 39, 44.Liverpool: Dudec, Finan (Haman 46), Traore, Haipia, Carragher, Lise, Gerrard, Luis Garcia, Alonso, Kewell (Smyker 23), Barros (Sise 85). Submarines not used: Carson, Josemi, Nunez, Biscan. Booked: Carragher, Barros.Goal: Gerrard 54, Smyker 56, Alonso
59. At: 65,000. Reference: Manuel Enrique Mejut Gonzalez (Spain). Jezzy Dudeck (STAR MAN) - 9: Sometimes unknown, he appeared the hero of the night with important saves, including a mysterious stop to deny Shevchenko at the dying stage and two saves with a shootout. Steve Finan - 6: Provided
some offensive threats, but often ran down blind alleys. The injury kicked him out at intervals. Jimi Traore - 6: The first half is all in the sea. Like a newer Traore after including important last groove clearance. Jamie Carrgar - 7: Milan dominated, but put in some important interceptions and played an
unusually off-form as they battled the cramps. Sami Haipia - 6: Sometimes shevchenko and Crespo ran in tatters at their pace, but got better as the game progressed. Steven Gerrard - 8: After the first half of anonymity, his goal gave them hope. sterling defensive work and drove his side. John Arne Lise -
6: Spent the first half in the pocket of the cuff, but the contribution improved as the Brazilians used up steam Xabi Alonso - another one that appears at half-time. Held the nerve to tie the score from the spot with some nice touch. Luis Garcia - 6: Liverpool missed their only first-half chance and wasted the



ball. But it looked dangerous when the game was played for Reds Harry Kewell - 5: surprisingly handed over the starting role, but jumped out 23 minutes later. Booed from some of the fans. Milan Barros - 5: I had to fight Stam and Neta on my own and I got a little change from either. I may have played the
last game of the club. Vladimir Smeyker (23 mins on behalf of Kewell) - 7: Marked his last appearance in an important secondDietmar Hamann (45 minutes on behalf of Finnan) - 7: His arrival proved the catalyst to an amazing counterattack. Jibril Sisse (Replacement Barros, 85 min.) - 5: Time to complete
a fairy tale comeback from injury. Too eager to accept the impression, he rarely seemed to get a winner. Rafael Benitez - 8: It started small for him, but his half-time team talk and substitution proved inspiration. AC Miranda - 5: Shaky. Liverpool should have retreated and saved Vladimir Smyker's long-
range attack. Cuff - 6: Up and down the touchline like an energetic teenager in the first half, there are fewer opportunities to do so as the game progresses. Jap Stam - 7: The Reds scored three goals in seven minutes, but generally looked helpless as they showed a solid presence in Milan's defence.
Alessandronesta - 7: Clever, wise and adept at relieving people from the ball. He and Stam formed a solid and reliable pairing. Paolo Mardini - 8: Simply the best. When Liverpool counterattacked, they scored goals, tore their wings up and down, and kept their teammates calm. Gennaro Gattuso - 6:
Tough, tenacious and tough to play against, but I was lucky to give him a clumsy penalty and stay on the field. Andrea Pirlo - 7: Broke up many plays and set up a lot of Milan's moves to start moving during the impressive first 45 minutes, but went missing after a break. Clarence Seedorf - 6: Part of the
dominant midfield in the first half could do nothing to stop the changing tide and was underlayed before the end Kaka - 8: guaranteed in possession. As Milan took a 3-0 lead at half-time, they chased the striker away with a series of accurate and devastating passes. Hernan Crespo - scored 8:2 times and
showed why he was highly regarded in Italy. He worked hard, kept the ball well, beat the Reds' defence and cut Through Andriy Shevchenko - 7: was rejected from the point blank range in extra time and hit a fierce free kick. His movement caused real problems throughout the game. John Daal Thomason
(85 minutes on behalf of Crespo) - 5: I missed a good chance to win the game and struggled to force myself into the game. Serginho (85 minutes in place of Sedolph) - 6: Tricky went down the left side, forcing Steven Gerrard into a defensive role to keep quiet. Louis Costa (112 minutes on behalf of
Gattuso) - 6: He almost scored in the corner, but he has few chances to impress. Carlo Ancelotti - 5: We predicted the goal early on and arrived formally, but we couldn't change the course of the game. Copyright - BBC Liverpool beat AC Milan 3-2 to win the 2005 UEFA Champions League final at
Istanbul's Ataturk Stadium after a 3-3 win after extra time. The match deepened with AC Milan's 3-0 lead in the first half, Liverpool's impressive comeback and leveling the score in the sixth minute of the second half. That's why the game is often called the Miracle of Istanbul by Liverpool fans. Build-up
[Edit &gt; Edit Source] Liverpool's 2004-05 Champions LeagueIt was very tum full of ups and downs. Starting on 10 August 2004, the two-leg qualifier against Graz AK-Liverpool in Austria was won 2-1. Liverpool drawn in groups with Olympiakos, Deportivo La Coruna and last season's defeated finalist
Monaco. In the final game of the group stage at home to Olympiakos at home, Liverpool needed a win by at least two goals to advance to the knockout stage. Liverpool were one point behind, but won 3-1 and sealed the move with a stunning strike from captain Steven Gerrard. Liverpool did a short job for
Bayern Leverkusen in the last 16 and won 6-2 before the quarter-final draw with Juventus. This was the first meeting between the two since the Hazel Stadium disaster, so it was a groundbreaking and emotional tie. Liverpool ended up with a 0-0 draw in Turin with a 2-1 win at Anfield. In the semi-finals,
Liverpool used a lot of money to draw with Chelsea in a tie. The first leg at Stamford Bridge ended 0-0 and Liverpool beat a 1-0 return tie at Anfield. This was a very debacable win because there was a lot of debate about whether Luis Garcia's winning goal actually crossed the line. Regardless, Liverpool
sealed their place in the final against Italian giant AC Milan. This is the sixth time Liverpool have reached the final of the European Cup, and it is more widely remembered as the setting for the Hazel disaster, which killed Liverpool's participation in Europe for six years for the first time since 1985. Milan
were narrowly defeated in the league, but Liverpool finished in a disappointing fifth place in Rafael Benitez's debut season. Liverpool and Milan were allocated 20,000 tickets each for the game, but it is clear that more Liverpool fans will win tickets and significantly outperform Italian fans. Match [Editing
&gt; Source] Liverpool chose to continue to field the 4-4-1-1 formation that coach Rafael Benitez liked for Milan Barros, who was given the role of lone striker. To many surprise, Liverpool started the game with Harry Kewell, who injured much of the 2004-05 season. From kick-off, AC Milan took the lead
within seconds. Liverpool allowed a free-kick when left-back Jimi Traore fouled Milan's playmaker Kaca on Milan's right side. Andrea Pirlo whipped the ball into Liverpool's box and Milan's veteran captain Paolo Mardini volleyed it. However, Liverpool reacted well to setbacks, with Sami Haipia later testing
Milan's keeper Dida with a powerful heading moment from a dangerous Gerrard cross. Unfortunately for Liverpool, Harry Kewell was injured in the 18th minute and was forced to replace his replacement, Vladimir Smeyker. Liverpool then got through the fear as Milan striker Andriy Shevchenko played at
the goal and his assistant went into the bottom corner just to raise the offside flag.Shevchenko certainly showed that it drifted slightly into the offside position. However, shortly after Luis Garcia dribbled into Milan's box, Liverpool suffered but were stopped by Alessandro Nesta's sliding challenge and the
ball looked like he was hitting the arm of an Italian centre-back. The appeal was shaken off and Milan saw a neat play exchange between Kaca, Andriy Shevchenko and Hernan Crespo, and the latter started a quick counter-attack that ended low at close range to raise Milan 2-0. After scoring the third goal
five minutes later and two minutes before half-time, Kaka split Liverpool's defence with a superb pass through Crespo and cleverly lacked Liverpool keeper Jezzy Dudeck. Despite the disastrous situation of their team, the big Liverpool support was able to hear in a singing voice that would not walk
anything during the half-time vacation. At the start of the second half, Liverpool sent midfielder Dietmar Hamann to right-back Steve Finan and changed their 4-4-1-1 formation to 3-1-4-1. Liverpool were terorted early on as Kaka scored and Haipiah just knocked the player out of the box. Shevchenko fired
a vicious shot into the goal from the resulting free-kick, and Dudeck did well to get behind the corner. However, Liverpool's luck began to change and in the 54th minute Liverpool captain Steven Gerrard scored a goal against Liverpool to score a loop header from John Arne Lise's cross. Liverpool soon
moved again at Milan Half and Garcia's Flick found Barros in the box. The assistant referee flagged the offside against Barros, but the referee could not find the raised flag. As the play continued, Hamman teeed up Vladimir Smyker at the edge of the box and made a low long-distance effort to sneak under
Dida. Just four minutes later, Liverpool are unlikely to return. Gennaro Gattuso was judged to have fouled Steven Gerrard in the box when Liverpool skipper broke through the goal and the referee penalized him. Xabi Alonso's efforts were saved by Milan's keeper Dida, but Alonso scored a rebound. Ten
minutes later, Dudeck spilled a cross from Kaka into Andriy Shevchenko's pass, but Jimi Traore blocked the shot. The resulting corner was narrowly and widely placed by Jap Stam. At the score level, the game went into extra time. Just three minutes later, Yezi Dudeck pulled Andriy Shevchenko's
excellent instinctive double save in the range of point blanks, first blocking the low header from Ukraine and then clearing his follow-up volley. Liverpool had another chance to equalise before the penalty when Vladimir Smyker was knocked down by Louis Costa just outside Milan's box. The free-kick went
to Lise, but the strike was blocked and the game ended in a penalty. Penalty [Edit &gt; Source] Jezzy Dudeck in penalty shootoutTo distract Milan players by using the spaghetti leg technique famously used by former Liverpool keeper Bruce Grosveral. Milan opened the scoring and Serginho crossed the
crossbar. Dietmar Hamann scored Liverpool's first penalty and later revealed that he did so despite a broken toe. Dudeck saved Milan's second penalty from Andrea Pirlo and Liverpool took a 2-0 lead when Jibril Cisse scored the penalty. John Daal Thomason reduced the deficit to 2-1 with a goal, and
Dida then saved Liverpool's third kick from John Arne Lise. Kaca equalised with a penalty, but SmyKer regained Liverpool's advantage. Shevchenko had to score a penalty to hold Milan down, but Dudeck saved a shot straight down the middle and made his fifth European Cup appearance with Liverpool's
victory. Details[Edit &gt; Edit Source] Team[edit &gt; edit source] Team[edit &gt; edit source] Start the aftermath of 11 substitutes [Edit] Edit Source] This was Liverpool's fifth European Cup victory, so according to UEFA rules Liverpool was allowed to maintain the trophy itself instead of being awarded a
replica. Therefore, a new Champions League trophy was commissioned in the 2005-06 season. Steven Gerrard was awarded the official man for the game and, in speculation that he might move to Chelsea, declared: What can I think of leaving Liverpool after a night like this? The UK bookmaker industry
is estimated to have suffered losses of more than .2,000,000 after many bets were placed on Liverpool, for example bookmaker Radbrokes, who had set a price of 100/1 on Liverpool and won at 3-0 down. Liverpool did not qualify for the Champions League in 2005-06 through their league positions as
they finished fifth in the Premier League in the 2004-05 season. However, the FA has succeeded in persuading UEFA to allow Liverpool to play in the tournament to defend the trophy. Liverpool entered the 2005-06 Champions League in the first qualifying round. UEFA has since changed the rules to
state that Champions League winners will automatically qualify for the next Champions League tournament, regardless of their position in the league. If the winners do not finish in the domestic league enough to qualify for the Champions League, they will participate in the competition at the expense of the
lowest ranked teams from countries with multiple Champions League participants. Liverpool beat UEFA Cup winner CSKA Moscow 3-1 in the UEFA Super Cup match in August. Liverpool also played in the FIFA Club World Cup, losing 3-0 to Deportiba Supplissa in the semi-finals and losing 1-0 to Sao
Paulo in the final after failing to score three goals. Reaction [Edit source] The Liverpool team returned to Liverpool on Thursday 26 May and were greeted by more than 750,000 fans when they boarded an open-top bus from John Lennon Airport. The bus toured the city of Liverpool, allowing the players to
paradeLeague Trophy. By the time the bus arrived at St. George's Hall, more than 300,000 people had gathered to cheer on the team. The Queen sent a message to the Liverpool team, congratulating them on their wonderful victory last night. It was a grand achievement remembered by Liverpool and
across the country for many years, Turkish Prime Minister Reyep Tayyip Erdoan called British Prime Minister Tony Blair to congratulate him, and Tony Blair himself messaged the Liverpool team, I can't believe it. Incredible. That's great. The whole country is very proud of you. Wasn't it absolutely great?
Great news throughout the city and across the country. The opposition leader, Michael Howard, added, 3 Nildown at half-time, I thought oh, all my dreams would break up, but the second half was incredible. Edits & Edits Edit Source 2004-05 Season Highlights [Edit &gt; Edit Source Source]
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